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A Message From Kirk & Paul
Ilana joined a traveling volleyball
team and has been playing around
the state. She is also really enjoying
learning guitar. Playing guitar
has been one of my true joys in
life. Listening to her play is a real
thrill. Soon, she will be ending
middle school. To end her middle
school years, she was one of two
people chosen to read a personal
biographical speech to her school.
We are proud of her accomplishments
academically and personally.
Mara just finished taking the SAT’s
and was very pleased with her score.
In addition to working incredibly
hard at school, she continues to
dance. Her ballet studio was recently
accepted into the 56th Annual
Michigan Youth Arts Festival at
Western Michigan University.
			
- Paul
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Samarra has had a very successful
gymnastic season with placing on the
podium multiple times every meet
and taking an All Around Champion
at one. She suffered an achilles sprain
before the State Championship meet,
however, toughed it out. She took 4th
All Around in the state and 3rd on
Bars, Beam and Floor. 10th on Vault.
Now she is looking forward to her
USA Gymnastic TOPS tryouts.
Trae has managed to earn all A’s this
year and is on the Principals List
as well as some other honors. His
baseball team has won 2 Tournament
Championships and they are looking
forward to their travels ahead. He
is growing so fast and is taller than
Jess! Boy how time flies!
				
- Kirk
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RETIREMENT CORNER

BON VOYAGE!

I started riding motorcycles at age
12. Bought one at 14. Took a hot
girl out for our first date on my
Suzuki 500. Married her in ‘77.
We toured the country together on
our ‘78 R80/7 BMW. We had kids.
I started road racing (that finally
ended in 2014). Watched “The
Long Way Round” and started
motorcycle touring again 2009.

empty nesters, wondering what it
was going to take to get out of the
hamster wheel. I kind of figured I
was still 10-12 years out.
I’m driving into work. I hear an
add on the radio on some outfit that
will change my retirement ideas
and methods. It strikes a chord with
me and I even remember the phone
number! Set up the class sessions,
REALLY like what is said. Meet
with the team and showed them my
goals and needs. They come back
with a plan where I could retire
WAY sooner than I ever dreamed!
NOW!!

I’ve been a worker bee my whole
career. Started IRA-ing it back
when they first came out. Kept
putting into the company 401k.
Candice and I didn’t live too crazy,
but we were not misers either.
Raised 2 girls, put them through
college. Had a nice house. Traveled I clocked out for the last time May
some. And there we were, a couple 3rd and to celebrate Candice and I

are taking another motorcycle tour
to Alaska. We have our health. We
have maps..Will we make it? Will
we turn left and end up in Costa
Rica?
Wherever we end up ending up, it
would not have happened without
the team at S.P.A.! Thanks so much
for giving us a chance to do this,
while we can still do this!
Follow our adventure at
dm2retirement.wordpress.com
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and completeness cannot be guaranteed; it is not intended to be used as the sole basis for financial decisions. If you are unable to access
any of the news articles and sources through the links provided in this text, please contact us to request a copy of the desired reference.

and a midterm exam, students were
required to complete a personal selfimprovement project.3
Despite its popularity, the university does
not plan to offer the course again because
it would take too many students away
from other courses and departments where
their majors are concentrated. The course
also was prohibitively costly because
it required hiring a couple dozen extra
teaching fellows and maintaining the
performance hall for classroom purposes.4

THE GOOD LIFE

It’s Academic: Learning to be Happy
Last January, Yale University offered
a new course that ended up being the
most popular in its 316-year history.
The class, titled “Psychology and the
Good Life,” attracted 1,182 students
(nearly one-fourth of the school’s
undergraduates) and had to be moved
to a performance concert hall to
accommodate the class size.1

because many of today’s college
students are experiencing stress,
anxiety and general unhappiness.
They are seeking ways to balance their
workload in a competitive higherlearning environment with a relaxed
social life.2

The curriculum focused both on
learning positive thought processes and
Psychology professor Dr. Laurie Santos making behavioral changes to support
believes the class was so popular
a happier life. In addition to quizzes

HOW TO ...

However, Dr. Santos has turned the
course into a multi-seminar series offered
to the public via Coursera, an online
education platform. The course is now
titled “The Science of Well-Being” and
can be found at www.coursera.org.5
 avid Shimer. The New York Times. Jan. 26, 2018.
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“Yale’s Most Popular Class Ever: Happiness.”
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…Develop a Travel Budget for Your Nest Egg
At middle age, many folks work with
a financial professional to help project
their retirement needs, including an
annual household budget. However,
while estimating utility bills and health
care expenses is useful, many neglect to
consider the fact that more time on their
hands will give them more time to travel.
The following are some ideas on how to
develop a travel budget specifically for
your retirement years.
• Create a bucket list of places you’d
like to visit in retirement.
• Conduct a bit of due diligence to get
a sense of how much trips will cost
(e.g., two weeks in Tuscany vs. two

weeks in Nantucket).
• Prioritize trips, perhaps staggering
the most expensive ones to every
other year.
• Establish a travel budget for
each year.
• Add a healthy buffer to your annual
budget for things like taxis, tips and
travel insurance.
• Use money saved in off years to help
fund the more expensive vacations.
• Once you’ve established your budget,
consider allocating a particular
income source to fund it all or in part
each year, such as required minimum
distributions (RMDs) from a past
employer’s 401(k) plan.
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DOLLARS & SENSE

The Value of a Financial Plan
Few people would admit that
their strategic financial plan is to
compartmentalize each financial account,
invest based on random tips from other
people or the news, live on whatever
money is accumulated by the time they
retire and worry about taxes later.
That’s because people who behave
in this manner don’t usually have a
financial plan.
Those who have a well-thought-out,
written financial plan rarely behave in
the ways previously described. That, in a
nutshell, is the value of a financial plan. It
is not a haphazard series of actions; it is a
foundation of calculated ones.
Researchers often find that investors
who trade too often, at the wrong time
and/or using unsuitable vehicles for
their situation usually hamper portfolio
performance. In fact, investors who
pursue high-risk, market-movement
driven buys tend to flee to cash at the first
sign of trouble.1 While this investment
style may suit some individuals, it
typically does not put you on the path to
reaching your financial goals.
In contrast, individuals who have specific
goals that must be met by specific
timelines are more likely to appreciate
the value of a financial plan. A recent
consumer survey revealed people with a
comprehensive, written financial plan are
nearly three times more likely to feel very
confident about achieving their life goals.
Yet, despite this finding, only 32 percent
have a written financial plan.2
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Goal Setting
While financial planning may sound
like a bunch of number crunching, it

really just starts with setting goals. It’s
important to take time to figure out your
priorities, such as:
• Paying off debt
• Building savings
• Funding a child’s education
• Creating multiple income sources
for retirement
• Providing a financial legacy for
loved ones
By thinking through your financial
priorities, it is easier to summon the
motivation, commitment and confidence
to develop and stick with a financial
plan designed to meet your goals. Also
recognize that a financial plan should
be customized — not just for objectives
and timelines but also for a person’s
disposition. In other words, do you like
to take risks? Are you more comfortable
with a conservative plan over the long
term? Or, perhaps some combination of
those two approaches?
Asset Allocation
A comprehensive financial plan will

likely include specific investment,
insurance and bank accounts matched to
your needs, risk tolerance and timeline.
While each vehicle is designed to
serve a different need, they must work
cohesively to help cover all the bases.
One mistake some individuals make is
to chase after an opportunity without
considering how it works within their
overall framework. For example, if a
new investment represents a high risk,
perhaps other risk assets within the
portfolio can be repositioned for that
opportunity rather than use new money
or conservatively invested assets — to
avoid skewing their pre-determined
asset allocation.
Ultimately, the value of financial
planning is to move beyond just choosing
investments to pursuing lifetime goals.
 ob Seawright. Nerd’s Eye View. March 8, 2016.
B
“A Hierarchy of the Value a Financial Advisor
Provides.” https://www.kitces.com/blog/hierarachyof-financial-advisor-value/. Accessed May 3, 2018.
2
Financial Planning Standards Board. “The Value
of Financial Planning.” https://www.fpsb.org/
about-financial-planning/value-financial-planning/.
Accessed April 9, 2018.
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THE SCOOP

What Our Language Reveals About Us

Advertisers have taken advantage of
linguistic tactics to motivate sales for
quite some time and, these days, we see
politicians and the media rebranding
issues to position them in a more negative
or positive light. For example, consider
the difference in how controversial issues
are “branded” depending on which side
of the debate you are on. When it comes
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In news articles, perceptions can be
manipulated based on the order of certain
words, such as gender. In one experiment,
a researcher compared two versions of a
news article about townspeople protesting
a power plant proposal. In one version, the
story read, “some of the town’s men and
women are out on the streets.” Another
version read, “some of the town’s women
and men are out on the streets.” When
surveyed to determine which gender
played a greater role, readers who read
the article in which men were mentioned
first were more likely to choose men.
The opposite was true for the article that
mentioned women first.3
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to genetically modified food, advocates
refer to it as sustainable and “green” while
opponents label it as “Frankenfood” to
create a negative perception.2
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The field of linguistics study has grown
thanks to today’s social media, which
presents a wide swath of data for analysis.
Virtual conversations reveal much about
individuals, even when they wish to
remain anonymous. Variances in preferred
words differentiate men from women and
even introverts from extroverts.4
 nowledge@Wharton. Feb. 16, 2016.
K
“How What You Say Reveals More Than You Think.”
http://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/sayreveals-think/. Accessed April 2, 2018.
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The field of linguistic research has found
the words we use can tell us much more
than what we say. Researchers have found
word choice has a subtle psychology that
can reveal things about a person’s mental
health or whether he or she is a “glass half
full” or “half empty” sort of person. This
is true even when people want to paint a
particular picture of themselves; the words
they choose may actually betray them —
much like a Freudian slip.1

Fill in each square with one of
the numbers 1 to 9 such that
no number repeats in any row,
column or 3-by-3 box.
Grade is Moderate.
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BEAT THE SUMMER HEAT
WITH DIY ICE POPS
Keeping cool in the summer is a challenge, but frozen treats can help you beat the heat.
After making your own ice pops, you’ll wonder why you ever settled for store-bought.
It’s easy, delicious and a fun craft to do with the little ones in your life. All you need are deep
ice cube trays or Dixie cups and ice pop sticks, or buy an ice pop mold at a dollar store.
Here are three simple recipes to get started.
Note: For all recipes, pour the mixtures into the molds and freeze for about half an hour.
Remove from the freezer and place Popsicle sticks in the center of
the slightly hardened mixtures, and freeze again until firm.

BERRY DELICIOUS
In a blender, mix together 2 cups
of raspberries and blueberries
(or your favorite fresh or frozen
fruits), 2 cups of plain or vanilla
yogurt and ¼ cup of sugar. Pour
the mixture into your molds.
Throw in a couple of whole slices
of fruit for fun, and freeze.

SUNNY DELIGHTS
The simplest way to make ice
pops is also arguably the most
delicious, and it works with any
juice! For starters, try tangy
SunnyD orange juice.
Pour it into molds and freeze.

T Extra Cool TIP
Skip the popsicle sticks
altogether and make juice ice
cubes. Use them to keep your
juice cold a little longer,
without watering it down with
regular ice cubes.

T Extra Cool TIP
Create 2-3 different blended fruit
mixtures, and pour them in layers
in the containers. Try making a
Fourth of July version with red,
white and blue layers (strawberry,
banana and blueberry).

WATERMELON ON A STICK
Place 3 cups of cubed
watermelon and 1 cup of
strawberries in a blender
and puree until smooth.
For an extra zip of flavor, add
the juice of one lime or lemon.
Pour the mixture into your
molds and freeze.

T Extra Cool TIP
Make an even easier watermelon
“popsicle” by cutting watermelon
into slices and poking an
Popsicle stick through the rind.
Keep them cool in the
refrigerator or the freezer.

CENTER STAGE

Social Security and Divorce Facts

Note that if a divorced spouse, or even several divorced
spouses, draw their benefit from the same ex, this in no way
impacts the benefit of the higher earner or his current spouse.4

If you are divorced but were married for at least 10 years to
someone who earned a higher income, you may qualify for
a higher Social Security benefit based on your ex’s earnings
record. An ex-spouse will receive the higher of either her own
benefit or 50 percent of what the ex-spouse’s benefit is at his
full retirement age. However, if the ex files for a spousal benefit
before her own full retirement age, that benefit is reduced.1

It can be tricky for a divorced person to estimate her benefit
because Social Security won’t quote her an amount based on
her ex’s record. She can use a Social Security calculator to
estimate the spousal benefit if she knows his birthdate and can
approximate his earnings over the years. Otherwise, she’ll have
to ask him directly for his primary insurance amount (PIA) at
full retirement age to estimate her own benefit.5

For those who were born before Jan. 2, 1954, another option is
to file a restricted application at full retirement age. This enables
the ex to receive benefits based on her former spouse’s record
while her own benefit amount accumulates delayed retirement
credits. She can switch over to her own higher benefit amount
at any time up to age 70. This option no longer exists for those
born Jan. 2, 1954 or later — if they file for one benefit, that
means they have filed for all retirement or spousal benefits.2

We are able to provide you with information but not
guidance or advice related to Social Security benefits.
Our firm is not affiliated with the U.S. government or any
governmental agency.

An ex who remarries no longer qualifies to collect a living
ex-spouse’s benefit. After a year of marriage, she may file for
a spousal benefit based on her new spouse’s earnings record.
However, she can draw from a former spouse’s benefit if her ex
is deceased and she didn’t remarry until after age 60.3

Dana Anspach. The Balance. March 22, 2018. “Social Security Facts
About Benefits for an Ex-Spouse.” https://www.thebalance.com/socialsecurity-ex-spouse-2388947. Accessed April 5, 2018.
2
Social Security Administration. “Benefits Planner: Retirement –
If You Are Divorced.” https://www.ssa.gov/planners/retire/divspouse.html.
Accessed May 3, 2018.
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WATERMELON GAZPACHO
½ small watermelon, rind removed
1 red pepper, diced
½ English cucumber,
thinly sliced to garnish
½ cup sliced almonds
1 clove garlic

ANSWER KEY:
7
4
5
9
8
6
3
2
1

c ut here

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Add all ingredients to a blender; pulse until smooth.
2. Taste and adjust seasonings as needed.
3. Top with cucumber slices and serve cold or at room temperature.

2-4 small tomatoes
Salt and pepper, to taste
1 tablespoon balsamic vinegar
3 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil
4 ice cubes
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UPCOMING DATES
Visit
retirementplanningedu .com

for a list of upcoming
class dates.

